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Lebanon’s design scene is flourishing at the House of Today
Biennale in Beirut

DESIGN  /  18 DEC 2018 /  TRACY LYNN CHEMALY

Installation view of House of Today and US brand R & Company’s comissioned table designs. Photography: Carl Halal

ebanon has previously gained cachet for producing red-carpet fashion designers such as Elie Saab, Rabih Kayrouz, Zuhair Murad and Reem
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L Acra, but its product designers are the ones now claiming their rightful positions in the spotlight. As the fourth House of Today
Biennale kicks off in Beirut, the high quality calibre of this growing industry is clear.

House of Today, a non-profit organisation that has showcased Lebanese design internationally – from Design Days Dubai to Design
Miami – uses its platform to fund scholarships for promising young Lebanese designers, aiding a new generation to step in and continue

the trajectory set by leading lights such as Nada Debs and Karen Chekerdjian.

With Beirut Design Week having celebrated its seventh edition in May, and the newer Beirut Design Fair hosting its second run this past
September, the country’s growing appetite and appreciation for design has created an increase in local production, with many traditional
artisanal practices being revived as designers define a unique language from their small country.

Ingrid by Jana Aridi. Photography: Marco Pinarelli
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This is evident in the Biennale’s main exhibition, ‘Elevate, the Quest for Heightened Senses’, at 3Beirut where selected designers were tasked
with producing tables that go beyond function to elicit emotional responses through sensory considerations. Tamara Barrage’s ‘Bodily’ tables,
made from a mix of resin and concrete, appear as otherworldly forms, while Charles Kalpakian’s ‘Faros’ bedside tables in verde bamboo granite
and black-brushed ash wood continues his fascination with reinterpreting motifs found in decorative arts.

Elsewhere at 3Beirut, ‘The Shop’ by House of Today in collaboration with WallpaperSTORE* opens. Following the success of its inaugural 2016
edition, the pop-up store and exhibition space features newly commissioned exclusive works by flourishing Lebanese talent including Dima
Haidar, Layal Chacar and Elie Metni displayed amongst the store’s inventory of international designs.

House of Today’s ‘The Shop’ in collaboration with WallpaperSTORE*

Collaborating with US brand R & Company, House of Today has paired designers from both countries to realise additional table designs. The
Haas Brothers teamed up with fellow siblings Carlo and Mary-Lynn Massoud, while Rogan Gregory worked with Flavie Audi, and Katie Stout
produced a table with Sayar & Garibeh.

R & Company principal Evan Snyderman, who is the biennale’s exhibition ambassador, will be one of the speakers at the CraftPorn lecture
series, which will also welcome Humberto Campana, Peter Marigold, Pascale Mussard, Formafantasma and Bernard Khoury.

Khoury has curated another stand-out show for the programme – a retrospective of furniture pieces designed by his late father, the modernist,
brutalist architect Khalil Khoury, on view at the Sursock Museum, where CraftPorn will also take place. §
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Fluid Encounter table design by Flavie Audi and Rogan Gregory, part of the House of Today and R & Company collaborations

Left, ’Faros’ bedside table by Charles Kalpakian. Photography: Marco Pinarelli. Right, Shifting Times by Sibylle Tarazi
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Script Desk by Stephanie Moussallem. Photography: Marco Pinarelli

Tamara Barrage’s ‘Bodily’ tables, made from a mix of resin and concrete. Photography: Marco Pinarelli
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INFORMATION

House of Today Biennale is on view until 28 December. For more information, visit the House of Today website

A 19th-century former crispbread factory and residence showcases
new designs at Stockholm Design Week

DESIGN  /  23 HOURS AGO /  GIOVANNA DUNMALL

Färg & Blanche inside the 19th-century former home of Julius Westerdahl with new designs, including the Melting candle, right

‘I have been thinking about doing something like this for more than 10 years, since the day I moved to Sweden,’ says Emma Marga Blanche, one
half of French-Swedish design duo Färg & Blanche, about the upcoming exhibition in her great-grandfather Julius Westerdahl’s former home
during Stockholm Design Week. With a head for business and a secret recipe for a unique crispbread, Westerdahl became a rich and prominent
man in the city, eventually putting up a magnificent building in the Swedish capital’s Södermalm district in 1889 that housed his residence but
also a factory.

‘The Baker’s House’ installation by Färg & Blanche opens on 5 February and will take over the entrance and two floors of the elegant building,
including the so-called ‘parade’ apartment on the 4th floor (the most lavish series of spaces that would also have been used for events and that
has now been transformed into a foundation).
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The duo will show 12 new objects and furniture pieces such as lamps, stools, a table and candlesticks and display them among the antiques,
drapes, chandeliers and opulent interiors of the 19th-century home along with a selection of other items designed by Färg & Blanche that have a
connection to the house, such as the ‘Julius’ armchair and sofa series made for family-owned furniture-maker Gärsnäs.

‘All the new pieces are inspired by the house, it could be from a detail of the architecture, the beautiful star-patterned inlay parquet floor, or by
our family history and the bread factory,’ explains Blanche. Opening up the house and using it as a theatrical setting for their work is a very
emotional experience for the pair, but especially for Blanche.

‘I grew up in France, but every time I came to Sweden for the holiday I lived in this house. You can’t imagine everything my family experienced
in the house for over five generations... I really hope that the people who come to the exhibition will understand and feel how special it is.’

Stockholm Design Week will be a busy time for Färg & Blanche, who will also be announcing a collaboration with major lift manufacturer
Aritco. It seems fitting that after transforming a beautiful old home, the pair will be turning their focus on to the creation of a limited-edition
home lift. Still in the development stages, it will incorporate the original and richly crafted elements the designers are well known for. Watch
this space. §
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Stockholm Design Week reframes Swedish heritage, sustainability and village life
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Stockholm Design Week reframes Swedish heritage, sustainability
and village life

DESIGN  /  3 DAYS AGO /  SUJATA BURMAN

Swedish design brand Hem is celebrating the launch of the ‘Rope Rug’ by French designer Pauline Deltour

Heads turn to Scandinavia for Stockholm Furniture Fair (5-9 February) for a week of design festivities in the Swedish capital. This is the anchor
event for Stockholm Design Week (4-10 February) that sees showrooms, studios and hotels throw open their doors for creative spectacles. Many
of this year’s displays pay homage to Nordic heritage in the form of sustainable furniture, sub-zero landscapes and a Crispbread factory. All of
this plus artful collaborations and experiments from international players to look out for too...

‘Rope Rug’ by Pauline Deltour for Hem‘Rope Rug’ by Pauline Deltour for Hem
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French designer Pauline Deltour experimented with 25 different methods of braiding before she arrived at the final design of the ‘Rope Rug’. The
three distinct designs in four modern tones (terracotta, seaweed, salt & pepper and night blue) hone in on traditional crafts. Working together
with manufacturers in India, and utlising their meticulous dying techniques, Hem have produced these intricately woven rugs that have a
rustic, yet contemporary aesthetic.

5-9 February; Stockholmsmässan, Älvsjö, Stockholm

‘Snowtopped’ by Note Design Studio for TarkettSnowtopped’ by Note Design Studio for Tarkett
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The ‘Snowtopped’ installation might be a pleasant surprise for anyone who thinks flooring is simply functional. Tarkett’s homogeneous and
sustainable vinyl flooring, that has been in production since 1940, will be used to recreate the Nordic landscape. Stockholm-based Note Design
Studio will realise layers of snowdrifts and dunes using the flooring to show its limitless possibilities – ‘we wanted to create a space where the
versatility and flexibility of the material is accentuated in an unexpected way,’ says Charlotte Ackemar from Note Design Studio.

4-8 February; Stockholm Under Stjärnorna, Hotel At Six, Brunkebergstorg 2

The Unfolding Village by Neri + HuThe Unfolding Village by Neri + Hu
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As this year’s guest of honour at Stockholm Furniture Fair, the Chinese duo Neri & Hu address the issue of disappearing village culture with a
site-specific installation. Their vision is inspired by the ‘alleyways and street life of clan-based villages,’ and the structure, made from local
timber, will fold and unfold to reveal Neri + Hu-designed furniture inside.

7-9 February; Stockholmsmässan, Älvsjö, Stockholm

The Baker’s House by Färg & BlancheThe Baker’s House by Färg & Blanche
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Wander inside a Swedish townhouse from the 1800s to explore this exhibition, the former home of the great-great-grandfather of French-born
Emma Marga Blanche (one half of design duo Färg & Blanche). The ‘personal exhibition’ will showcase new designs that allude to the Blanche
family Knäckebröd (Crispbread) factory they once had, and includes contributions from brands like Petite Friture (pictured) and Gärsnäs.

4-9 February; Bondegatan 21 A, Södermalm, Stockholm

David ChipperfieldDavid Chipperfield for Wästberg for Wästberg
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The product design world of British architect David Chipperfield comes together at this exhibition. Designs for Alessi and e15 sit alongside fresh
iterations of his sleek ‘w102’ lamp for Swedish brand Wästberg. Originally launched in brass, they are now offering a black steel finish, plus wall
and floor configurations.

5-6 February; Gröna gången 1,111 49 Stockholm

‘Sie Wohnen Hier’ by Bukowskis x MagnibergSie Wohnen Hier’ by Bukowskis x Magniberg
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Contemporary art and design from auction house Bukowskis will be juxtaposed with the textiles of Magniberg for this unique showcase. Look
out for oriental porcelain and cubist furniture paired with layered prints, textured surfaces and more in artful compositions that form a
fascinating dialogue. Magniberg’s ambition with the installation is clear: to inspire and encourage design-led curiosity.

5-9 February; Bukowskis, Berzelii Park 1, Stockholm

s-1500 by Snøhetta for NCPs-1500 by Snøhetta for NCP
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Photography: Bjørnar Øvrebø

Made out of fish farming plastic waste such as nets, ropes and pipes, Snøhetta remake this classic ‘R-48’ chair by midcentury modernist Bendt
Winge. On view at the fair, the chair is produced for Nordic Comfort Products (NCP) and exudes the craft and material heritage of northern
Norway. Snøhetta aims to hopefully inspire companies to consciously rethink and repurpose.

7-9 February; Stockholmsmässan, Älvsjö, Stockholm §

RELATED TOPICS:RELATED TOPICS: STOCKHOLM FURNITURE & LIGHT FAIR, SWEDISH DESIGN

COS announces architect Arthur Mamou-Mani for Salone del
Mobile collaboration

DESIGN  /  5 DAYS AGO /  ALICE MORBY
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Architect Arthur Mamou-Mani with COS creative director Karin Gustafsson

COS pairs up with Arthur Mamou-Mani for its next Salone del Mobile project in Milan. The French architect follows the likes of Studio Swine,
Sou Fujimoto, Phillip K Smith III and Snarkitecture, who have all realised immersive environments for the fashion brand during the design
event.

The architect is set to create a digitally fabricated pavilion that will guide visitors through the courtyard of a 16th-century palazzo and into the
surrounding gardens. Having presented one of the most Instagram-friendly offerings of last year’s Milan Design Week – a mirrored collaboration
with artist Phillip K Smith III – COS returns to Palazzo Isimbardi, but this time taking a slightly different approach.
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Concept for Arthur Mamou-Mani’s COS Salone del Mobile pavilion

Working alongside architect Mamou-Mani, who heads up his own practice in London, COS will present a forward-thinking pavilion that aims
to push the boundaries of digital fabrication, while showcasing the capabilities of renewable materials.

Mamou-Mani’s design will be created using open-source parametric design software. Each module will be made from a bioplastic and will be
shaped through an algorithmic process that ensures structural stability, while also optimising the amount of material needed.

‘It will be something futuristic and impactful, using imperfection from materials,’ said Mamou-Mani at the announcement event in Milan. ‘It’s
everything I believe in.’ Mamou-Mani’s practice has become known for pushing the boundaries of digitally fabricated architecture, a feat which
saw the young designer named RIBA’s Rising Star in 2017.
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‘It will be something futuristic and impactful, using imperfection from materials’

‘We spend a lot of time on research and taking inspiration from art and design,’ explains COS’ creative director Karin Gustafsson. ‘Lately, we’ve
found that the process, material and work method is the most exciting part [of a project], and that’s why we’re working with Arthur.’

COS will present the pavilion (yet to be titled) during this year’s Salone del Mobile, which takes place from 9-14 April. §
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Elmgreen & Dragset’s Queer Bar wins Wallpaper* Design Award
DESIGN  /  5 DAYS AGO /  TF CHAN

Created for a solo show at Galerie Perrotin in Paris last autumn, the new Queer Bar takes on an ovoid form in contrast to its square 1998 precursor. Photography: Jean-Pacôme
Dedieu

Were it not for the gleaming beer taps, Elmgreen & Dragset’s ovoid Queer Bar/Powerless Structures, Fig. 221 (which has just won Best Watering
Hole in the Wallpaper* Design Awards) could have been a minimalist monument, its sterile Corian surfaces evoking a clinic rather than a seedy
drinking den.

The humour, of course, lies in its inside-out configuration; the black stools are trapped in its core, which the viewer is unable to access. As in the
artists’ earlier work – whether a diving board bisected by a window, a pair of pissoirs encased in glass, or a series of inoperable doors – the denial
of function transforms a mundane item into a catalyst for contemplation.
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Created two decades after the original Queer Bar/Powerless Structures, Fig. 21, the new work speaks not so much to LGBT disenfranchisement
but rather bygone pleasures. Specifically, it bemoans the fading ritual of meeting new friends or lovers at a bar, at a time when social media has
all but driven in-person introductions into extinction.

As originally featured in the February 2019 issue of Wallpaper* (W*239)
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‘Albume’ coloured sinks by Carlo Colombo win Wallpaper* Design
Award

DESIGN  /  1 WEEK AGO /  ROSA BERTOLI

‘Albume’ sinks, from €1,766, by Carlo Colombo, for Antoniolupi. Photography: Mattia Balsamini

We’re like kids in a candystore with this new range of brightly hued washbasins from Antoniolupi, which have just won a Wallpaper* Design
Award for Best Dip Dye.

The Italian bathroom specialist is continuously researching new ways to create more contemporary, more versatile and more efficient products.
Its latest material innovation, dubbed Cristalmood for its transparency and sheen, is composed of a high-performance polyester resin in a glossy
finish, which is combined with colouring pigments to create a rainbow of variations.
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It has been used to produce a new edition of Carlo Colombo’s ‘Albume’ freestanding sinks, a design whose simple, totemic composition lends
itself well to displaying the variations, with colours in the range including Ambra, Lime, Petrolio, Cobalto and Fumé. §

As originally featured in the February 2019 issue of Wallpaper* (W*239)
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Pierre Yovanovitch wins Wallpaper* Design Award for Designer of the Year 2019
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